
 
 

PANTS: Students may wear any solid-colored pants with belt loops that fit 

appropriately. Denim jeans, skinny fit pants or leggings are not acceptable.  Form fitting, 

overly baggy pants cargo or self-cut frayed pant legs are NOT acceptable. 

SHIRTS: Gibault embroidered polo shirts must be worn at all times. Shirts must be 

tucked in throughout the entire school day. Sleeves may NOT be rolled up. On Fridays, a 

Gibault spirit wear shirt can be worn with uniform bottoms instead of the polo. 

SKIRTS AND TIGHTS: Female students have the option of wearing the Gibault uniform 

skirt. Skirts must be at least finger-tip length. Dark solid-colored ankle-tight 

leggings/tights may be worn under skirts. NO flares, sweatpants/joggers, or patterns. 

SWEATSHIRTS: Students may wear Gibault branded sweatshirts (crew neck or 

hooded), fleece, sweaters, or jackets. Uniform polos must be present beneath all 

outerwear. 

SHORTS: Solid colored walking shorts with belt loops may be worn year-round as part 

of the dress code. Walking shorts are defined as shorts with an eight-inch inseam. NO 

accent stripes, rivets, decorations, cargo pockets, or frays are acceptable.  

SHOES & SOCKS: Shoes must be closed toe and closed back. Sandals, flip flops, crocs, 

slippers, etc. will NOT be acceptable.  

JEWELRY: Facial jewelry and visible body piercing except for earrings is prohibited. 

GENERAL: Hairstyles and earrings that attract excessive attention and/or disrupt the 

educational atmosphere or endanger others are prohibited.  Hair may not be colored in 

any unnatural shade.  The vice principal in charge of discipline and/or the principal will 

make this determination. Sweatbands, suspenders, caps, hats, sunglasses and/or any 

other accessories are prohibited. 

BELTS: Students must wear a visible belt when wearing pants or shorts. 

*OXFORDS: Gibault embroidered white oxford shirts must be worn with uniform 

bottoms when celebrating all-school masses or special occasions.  

DANCE CLOTHING: The following guidelines apply to semi-formal and formal dances: 

Young men should wear dress clothes. A suit, sport coat, dress shirt and tie or a tuxedo 

is required for the prom. Young ladies should wear dress clothes that are modest and 

appropriate in length (fingertip rule). Midriffs should NOT be visible. 

BLANKETS: Blankets are NOT included in the dress code and should NOT be brought 

into school.  



 
 

PANTS: Jeans with large holes are NOT acceptable. (Distressed jeans are permitted.) 

SHIRTS: Cropped tops and tank tops are NOT acceptable. Midriffs must NOT be visible. 

Shirts with profanity/drugs/alcohol are NOT acceptable. 

SHORTS: Shorts must have a minimum of 5-in inseam and be appropriate for school. 

Inappropriate shorts would include short-shorts, overly thin material, see through, glute 

lifting/cinched. 

SKIRTS/DRESSES: Must be at least finger-tip length.  

LEGGINGS: Leggings must be dark colored and appropriate for school. Inappropriate 

leggings would include overly thin material, see through, glute lifting/cinched. 

JEWELRY: Facial jewelry and visible body piercing except for earrings is prohibited.  

GENERAL: Hairstyles and earrings that attract excessive attention and/or disrupt the 

educational atmosphere or endanger others are prohibited.  Hair may not be colored in 

any unnatural shade.  The vice principal in charge of discipline and/or the principal will 

make this determination. Hats are permitted on dress down days. Hats with 

profanity/drugs/alcohol are NOT acceptable. 

*THEME DRESS: Students must dress in theme. If they cannot apply to the theme, 

they must wear their Gibault uniform.  

*FUNDRAISER DRESS: Students must donate to the fundraiser if they dress down. If 

they do not donate, they must wear their Gibault uniform.  

PENALTIES: The penalty for violating the above dress codes is a detention and 

correction of the problem. Correcting the problem may involve being asked to change 

into dress code appropriate clothing. Repeated dress code violations could result in loss 

of skirt privileges or dress down privileges.  


